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The dark tower 2017 trailer

Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaIMDbProA boy haunted by visions of a dark tower from a parallel reality teams up with the tower's disillusioned guardian to stop an evil warlock known as the Man in Black who plans to use the boy t... Read allA boy haunted by visions of a dark tower from a parallel reality teams up with the tower's disillusioned
guardian to stop an evil warlock known as the Man in Black who plans to use the boy to destroy the tower and open the gates of Hell.A boy haunted by visions of a dark tower from a parallel reality teams up with the tower's disillusioned guardian to stop an evil warlock known as the Man in Black who plans to use the boy to destroy the tower and open
the gates of Hell.886User reviews357Critic reviewsMetascore11-year-old Jake Chambers experiences visions involving a Man in Black who seeks to destroy a Tower and bring ruin to the Universe while a Gunslinger opposes him. However, Jake's mother, stepfather and psychiatrists dismiss these as dreams resulting from the trauma of his father's
death the previous year. At his apartment home in New York City, a group of workers from an alleged psychiatric facility offer to rehabilitate Jake; recognizing them from his visions as monsters wearing human skin, he flees from the workers who give chase. Jake tracks down an abandoned house from one of his visions where he discovers a high-tech
portal that leads to a post-apocalyptic world called Mid-World..Plot summaryPlot synopsis Poor writing and directing. Missed opportunity.I have not read any of the novels, but I think I would be even more upset about the amateurism of this movie, and about the murdering of those (probably) awesome novels.First of all I would like to mention the
aspects of the movie which were pretty good: -The scenery: The wastelands of Roland's world were beautiful. -The special effects/fight scenes: I was actually surprised how good the action scenes in this movie were. The special effect guys did a very good job. The fight scenes with Roland shooting bullets in slow-motion and Walter O'Dim's scenes
were extremely fun to watch. -The actors: In my opinion the actors did a pretty good job. They did their best with the horrible script the writers handed to them.And now the negative aspects: -Awful writing: I have no idea how can four (!!!) writers create a stupid dialog and story like this. It's not even the book's fault, because as I know the story is
completely different than the one of the books'. -The constant switching between the two worlds, the involvement of the "asian medium lady" and her village, the repetitive usage of the Warriors' praying were so unimportant that it makes me mad. Not to mention the ending...as if it was made for 6 years olds. -Sloppy directing: The director was
nominated for BAFTA Award, so I am pretty sure he just did not give a damn about making the movie at least mediocre with the absence of a proper script. The cuts in this movie (when there's no fight) are very annoying, and I am pretty sure I could have cut it to be more watchable than Nikolaj Arcel did (and I have not directed anything
yet).Summary: The books had a perfect material to create an excellent movie series, but someone decided to create an upset, a ruined cinematography from it. I am pretty sure it is the fault of the negligence of the people behind this movie (writers;director). If a Sergio Leone directed this movie with the given universe, it would have become a classic.
Now it's a movie nobody will remember after a couple of months (if yes, then it would be due to their hatred for the production crew).See detailed box office info on IMDbProSuggest an edit or add missing content 1-7 of 7 Videos Sort by 1-7 of 7 Videos
Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaIMDbProA boy haunted by visions of a dark tower from a parallel
reality teams up with the tower's disillusioned guardian to stop an evil warlock known as the Man in Black who plans to use the boy t... Read allA boy haunted by visions of a dark tower from a parallel reality teams up with the tower's disillusioned guardian to stop an evil warlock known as the Man in Black who plans to use the boy to destroy the
tower and open the gates of Hell.A boy haunted by visions of a dark tower from a parallel reality teams up with the tower's disillusioned guardian to stop an evil warlock known as the Man in Black who plans to use the boy to destroy the tower and open the gates of Hell.886User reviews357Critic reviewsMetascore11-year-old Jake Chambers
experiences visions involving a Man in Black who seeks to destroy a Tower and bring ruin to the Universe while a Gunslinger opposes him. However, Jake's mother, stepfather and psychiatrists dismiss these as dreams resulting from the trauma of his father's death the previous year. At his apartment home in New York City, a group of workers from
an alleged psychiatric facility offer to rehabilitate Jake; recognizing them from his visions as monsters wearing human skin, he flees from the workers who give chase. Jake tracks down an abandoned house from one of his visions where he discovers a high-tech portal that leads to a post-apocalyptic world called Mid-World..Plot summaryPlot synopsis
The Dark Tower: Weakest King adaptation by farTruth be told though not terrible I've never been a fan of The Dark Tower books, I've read 5/7 and though being a huge Stephen King fan I could never seem to get into them.Upon hearing that The Dark Tower was being turned into a feature movie however I was quite excited, until I heard the
casting........until I saw the writer.....and until I saw the trailer. My expectations crumbled and I felt so bad for any real fans of the franchise.Not only is The Dark Tower not loyal but I've never seen something encapsulate Hollywood so fiercely.Let's break it down. We have the dark brooding hero (Who wields Excalibur no less) versus a charismatic
villain. The good guy is protecting a child who is key to everything and the bad guy has lots of generic monstrous minions to do his bidding? Sound even remotely original?Top that off with all your usual clichés, Hollywood tropes and 90 minute runtime and you have a seven book epic compacted beyond belief and smeared with cinematic "Magic"I
wanted to like this, I wanted to be proved wrong but this is the biggest mess since Death Note (2017)The Good:McConaughey is greatThe Bad:Not even remotely loyal to the booksToo "Hollywood"Very anti-climaticSee detailed box office info on IMDbProSuggest an edit or add missing content 1-7 of 7 Videos Sort by 1-7 of 7 Videos
The first trailer
for The Dark Tower has been revealed.The fantasy epic, an update of the Stephen King novel of the same name, stars Idris Elba as fabled last gunslinger Roland Deschain, who is seeking to find the titular tower and save his dimension, Mid World, from destruction by Matthew McConaughey’s evil sorcerer Walter Padick, AKA The Man in Black. Ahead
of the trailer’s release, Elba and McConaughey teased its launch by tweeting lines of dialogue from the film at each other on Twitter. The Dark Tower has endured a protracted journey to the the big screen. It was originally being developed by JJ Abrams before Ron Howard took over in 2010. In 2015 it was announced that Nikolaj Arcel (A Royal Affair)
would direct the movie, with filming beginning in 2016. Since then, the film’s studio Sony has pushed back the release date of the Dark Tower twice, eventually landing on a US release date of 4 August. The UK will see it from 18 August.The film is the second King adaptation to reveal a trailer in recent months. The first trailer for a new version of
King’s horror classic It was released in March, and went on to set a record for the most views of a trailer online in a single day. The first trailer for The Dark Tower has been revealed.The fantasy epic, an update of the Stephen King novel of the same name, stars Idris Elba as fabled last gunslinger Roland Deschain, who is seeking to find the titular
tower and save his dimension, Mid World, from destruction by Matthew McConaughey’s evil sorcerer Walter Padick, AKA The Man in Black. Ahead of the trailer’s release, Elba and McConaughey teased its launch by tweeting lines of dialogue from the film at each other on Twitter. The Dark Tower has endured a protracted journey to the the big
screen. It was originally being developed by JJ Abrams before Ron Howard took over in 2010. In 2015 it was announced that Nikolaj Arcel (A Royal Affair) would direct the movie, with filming beginning in 2016. Since then, the film’s studio Sony has pushed back the release date of the Dark Tower twice, eventually landing on a US release date of 4
August. The UK will see it from 18 August.The film is the second King adaptation to reveal a trailer in recent months. The first trailer for a new version of King’s horror classic It was released in March, and went on to set a record for the most views of a trailer online in a single day.
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